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Abstract: scheduling the academic events is a significant branch of combinatorial optimization and 
which is specifically based on resources allocation. The laborious problem indeed provides a broad 
scope of research applicability. A neatly originated scheduling may be greatly supportive to streamline 
an academic tenure. A range of solving techniques have been successfully developed and employed 
over scheduling problems in past years; however their effectiveness primarily depends on efficient 
layout designing and problem representation. Throughout entire computing process the events move 
back and forth within layout. This Research work is inclined to develop a layout or container, in order 
to accommodate the scheduling events according to predefined constraints conveniently. 
Computationally the layout serves as groups of integrated subspaces to shape a complete search space. 
Consequential advantages of research work are to setup a well-organized events deployment and 
maxim utilization of resources. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 
Scheduling the events is a tremendously vital job for regulating the educational cycle in all the academic 

institutes. It is a prominent NP-hard problem in the domains of Operation Research and Artificial Intelligence. 
There is direct proportion between the time & space complexity and dimensions of problem. Classical solving 
techniques or manmade solutions need plenteous time and hard work to accomplish the task because of 
dependant and diverse parameters which are believed to be satisfied anyhow. More or less in the real world 
scheduling cases, it is somewhat not possible to come up with entirely constraints free solution because one 
contented constraint may cause of violation to any other soft or hard constraint. However, each adapted solving 
technique has to negotiate over a small amount of unsolved violations.  Solving Scheduling problem thus entail 
a concerted brainstorming, skillfulness and years of experience in the relevant field. Definitely the research field 
demands more study, investigation and classification of the precise techniques to formulate more effectual and 
proficient automated University scheduling. On the surface, scheduling is gridiron demonstration of academic 
resources containing faculty, Curriculums, and enrolled groups of students situated together in crisscrossed slots 
and columns usually titled by session-time and venue. Scheduling provides an ordered chain of events where 
resources come to congregate in fixed time of intervals.  

The events container or scheduling layout is very significant for detecting and solving all type of 
constraints. In fact, it provides a frame of reference from one event to other. The layout furnishes stand alone 
platforms or partial state-spaces for distinguished heuristics to shape up a complete search space. A number of 
vital objectives have been achieved by designing specific layout. Following sections are discussed for the 
mathematical and logical aspects of layout designing.     

 
Related Work: 

The typical timetabling (Maciej Norberciak, Oct 2006) problem includes  assigning a set of activities, 
actions, events (e.g. work shifts, duties, classes) to a set of resources (e.g. physicians, teachers, rooms) and time 
periods, fulfilling a set of constraints of various types. Furthermore, Goltz (H.J. Goltz and Matzke, 1999) 
defines Timetabling, It is also a difficult constraint satisfaction optimization problem and in fact a NP-complete 
problem. In addition, Cooper and Kingston illustrated  the timetabling problem is known to be an NP-hard 
optimization problem (Cooper and Kingston, 1996).  

The designed Layout is very supportive for low level heuristics. By and Large, sequential heuristics are 
remarkably straightforward to implement for all kind of scheduling problem although  they also are observed 
not to reach up to  an optimal solution with respect to the satisfy the possible amount of soft constraints.  In 
order to maintain the quality level, hybridization of various techniques has been raised up in current research 
trend. For instance, Burke et al., (E.K. Burke et al., 1998) produced partial solution by the evolutionary 
algorithm with heuristic ordering. Experiments reveal systematic initialization of a population provided better 
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results than random initialization. Carter and Johnson(Carter and Johnson., 2001) implemented the clique 
initialization method and subsequently used  sequential heuristics to schedule rest of events. Carter et al. (M.W. 
Carter et al., 1994) investigated the work efficiently of sequential heuristics incorporating backtracking 
procedure. The backtracking procedure locates the empty slot with almost compete accuracy in a reasonable 
amount of time. Carter et al., (M.W. Carter and Laporte, 1996) extended the idea and drawn the results,  they 
had proved that the use of Backtracking Search can decrease the number of timeslots required for the schedule 
with  compare to standalone sequential heuristics.  

The Layout designing plays very important role for solving all type constraints under various academic 
environments. Aftab and Li (Aftab Ahmed and Li, 2010a,b) successfully have solved the real world dataset 
using efficient layout designing and proper deployment of dataset. They have used various low level heuristics 
including Backtracking Search and Min-Conflict for solving Hard and Soft Constraints separately. In (Aftab 
Ahmed et al., 2011) used all the novel features of well designed layout and solved the bunch of  prominent 
benchmark scheduling instances with various complexity scales. The Hyper-Heuristics was employed over set 
of low level operators. Generic Layout supports tremendously each method with equal efficiency to wipe out the 
constraints from problem instances.    
 
Layout Designing:  

An efficiently designed scheduling layout not just makes dataset comprehensible apparently, but greatly 
helps to converge error-free order of events. Each event-slot is a cross point between period and location. In that 
consequence, there is no chance of resources replication constraint e.g. Single class room allocation for two 
courses.  
 
Layout DesigningLogic : 

The Layout algorithm generates container or compound storage positions for schedule. The logic is built 
upon various mathematical equations applied on counter variable that generates three assorted iterating 
sequences which helps to manage the dataset. The Fig. 1 illustrates the values generated by Layout Algorithm 
the day number is repeated in all sessions (columns) up to certain number of range in rows   than increases from 
top to bottom in sequential order. The day sequence has been generated by the step (3) of the layout algorithm. 
Second variable PEROID varies from left to right throughout the layout representing same span of time. Step (4) 
is responsible for this iterative sequence with the help of modulo operation. 

 
Algorithm:  Designing layout for Benchmark Scheduling. 
Def  layout( ): 

1. For Counter  In range(self.N): 

2. Days =  (1+ Co nter  ÷  ∑ Sessions ×  ∑ Rooms) 

3. Periods =  (1 + (Counter  ÷ ∑ Rooms) % ∑ Sessions) 

4. Class_Rooms = (1 + Counter % ∑ Rooms) 

5. Layout [Days, Periods, Class_Rooms]  = None  

6. End 

 
From all sequences emerges to construct a unique compound index number for a single entity. Technically 

there are two major parts of layout designing, first the composite but unique index number or subscript that can 
contain immutable information regarding days, sessions and room number. Python Dictionary is used that can 
work well for such kind of complicated and compound piece of information which also works as subscript or 
index in data structure. 

Fig. 1 shows the layout example; it can be noticed, for the single entry of event there is only one available 
placement. The storage side also contains some merged values, a dictionary (Hash table) is used as layout, 
consisting information [Day, Session, Room]. Another Python data structure the LIST supports event substance, 
EventList [Groups, Teacher, Course, Related Information]. Gradually, each element from event List move into 
layout in case of finding valid placement. 

Fig. 2 portrays the information contains each cell, Row label accumulates Day and Room information, in 
contrast column label shows  the sessions or periods separate each stack of events from each other.  Information 
can be selected to display on layout as per requirement. 
 
Layout Characteristics : 

The designed Layout is result of vast study, exploration and scope of problem. The design phase   integrates 
several features as described below. 
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Fig. 3 shows an alternative way of presenting the random distribution of sample dataset. Subplot named 
‘Soft Constraints’ depicts a visible difference with respect to frequency of soft violation occurrence. On the 
other hand subplot ‘Hard Constraints’ in each Column illustrates the hard violations. The second column 
represents the zero HC2 (Venue Conflict) violation on the layout. In fact, preemptively the hard constraint 
(HC2) has been handled by single placement in each layout cell.  

 
Fig. 4 shows the extent of dataset distribution. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 4: Room Conflict elimination through Layout Designing. 
 
Effectiveness: 

The most prominent aspect of layout is its effectiveness and usefulness for evaluation and detection of 
constraints violation. Violated slots can be traced out with high accuracy, shows in Fig. 5 entire search space 
(Layout) is functionally divided into subspaces (Days and Sessions) separately. Second important factor is 
greater capability for frequent data flow. The solving process enormously needs the shuffling and swapping 
operation over slots. Throughout the computing, event-elements frequently exchange their placements 
reciprocally, until solution becomes mature enough. The tale ending index/subscript (shown in fig. 5 is 
representing penalty cost of the slot. Accumulating interrelated information in single unit shapes the layout more 
applicable, editable and capable for evaluating the data. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig. 5: Constraints Violation. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig 6: Complete Layout View. 
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Readability: 
The simple but comprehensive outcome look for end-users is a significant feature of the layout. The rooms, 

day and session are intersected among event ingredients, view focus can be changed for specific group of 
students, teacher or venue. Fig. 6 depicts the major features of scheduling layout. A single row illustrates the 
events of day for single venue. On the other hand column show entire stack of events in time intervals.  Entire 
view seems very precise and readable for end-user.  
 
Conclusions: 

Formulating scheduling layout involves years of manmade relevant experience. Intelligently designed 
layout not only used to accommodating the events but also causes to accelerate the accuracy, enhances the 
readability and computing capability. The core contributions of this research work are to make diligence of 
organized event placement, an absolute hard constraints removal, reducing computational time and optimal 
resources exploitation. The further prospective of research study is the investigation and deployment of various 
benchmark as well as real-world datasets over the layout.   
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